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Abstract—Creating a wireless testbed for security
analysis is more difficult than creating a wired one
because it could face stricter challenges in isolating
radio signals, guaranteeing fidelity, relocating devices,
reproducing or scaling up an experiment. To handle
these challenges, we redesign a wireless testbed called
Secure Wireless Overlay Observation Network
(SWOONv2) for security experiments. SWOONv2
tackles the aforesaid challenges by emulating wireless
networks over wired networks. SWOONv2 uses a
virtual wireless network interface, which transmit and
receives wireless packets over Ethernet cables to
guarantee isolation and fidelity during an experiment
and to support the scalability requirement. SWOONv2
also adopts a wireless network simulator to simulate
the distance between devices and the signal attenuation
during transmission, and to support device relocation
in order to reproduce a specific experiment. In the
paper, two case studies, performance measurement
and wardriving experiment, are presented to
demonstrate how SWOONv2 supports isolation,
fidelity, relocation, repeatability and scalability for
wireless security analysis. We also discuss the
extensibility of SWOONv2 in an LTE (Long Term
Evolution) network for security tests and analysis.

to this, researchers generally run various security tests before
releasing their development. A test network is hence required
to allow researchers to implement their development and
conduct test experiments.
In the past few years, various approaches have been
presented to create a test network for wireless security analysis,
such as network simulation and network emulation. Among
these approaches, network simulation is widely accepted by
wireless researchers because it can provide an experimental
environment without creating a real network. Network
emulation which runs simulation in conjunction with real
network hardware can create an emulated wireless network in
a laboratory environment and provide more fidelity for tests
and analysis. Researchers can implement protocols and
applications on real network devices to evaluate their
development against security requirements due to real network
devices are used in a test. Once a test case is tested under
practical conditions, researchers can ensure that their
development can perform as expected in a real network.
Though network emulation can provide many benefits
for security analysis, the available resources of a test network
limit the scale of an experiment. To improve the scalability,
some researchers federate resources of multiple test networks
to form a “testbed” [2], [3], [4]. A testbed can share its
resources with fellow researchers and support concurrent
experiments. Some testbeds also support flexible configuration
like a network simulator, allowing a user to create a test
network that has arbitrary topologies to meet different testing
requirements.
In general, constructing a testbed should meet several
requirements, such as fidelity, isolation, scalability, etc. [5].
When designing a secure wireless testbed, some of the
requirements should face a stricter constraint to support
security analysis, as listed below.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Security analysis is essential when developing network
applications, protocols, and systems because the cost of
repairing a security flaw is enormous. HP’s study [1] shows
that fixing defects of software after deployment is twice or
more expensive than fixing them during development. Owing
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TESTBEDS
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1: The distance between wireless devices is simulated by adjusting signal strength.
2: Link-layer emulation is not well supported.
3: Using two machines to emulate a wireless device halves the scalability of SWOON.

Isolation
Fidelity
Relocation
Repeatability
Scalability

‧ Isolation
Because wireless packets are transmitted over radio waves,
a testbed should adopt a stronger isolation mechanism to
prevent an experiment from internal pollution (traffic from
other experiments) or external interference (traffic from
public networks). It is also necessary to block experiment
traffic inside an isolated environment and to prevent the
malicious packets generated by a test case from being
leaked to public networks.
‧ Fidelity
A wireless testbed may need to provide real hardware to
emulate network devices and to support a developer in
measuring performance with real hardware constraints.
Moreover, some experiments need to capture wireless
packets from the link layer to analyze the behavior of wireless transmission. It is necessary for a wireless testbed to
faithfully emulate the behavior of a real network interface
and allow a user-space application, such as tcpdump, to
record the packets transmitted in a wireless network.
‧ Relocation
The spatial distance between source and destination
normally determines the reachability of a wireless packet.
This requires a testbed to have the ability to change the
location of network devices for different testing
requirements. Some tests may even require a testbed to
relocate the devices during an experiment for realizing the
roaming functionality. Therefore, relocation support is
indispensable for a wireless testbed.
‧ Repeatability
Reproducing an experiment requires the support of control
over network conditions. However, some wireless network
conditions may be affected by environmental factors, for
example, signal attenuation is affected by the temperature
and humidity of a testing environment. Hence, a testbed
needs to work in conjunction with some simulation
methods to control wireless network conditions and
eliminate the effect of environmental factors.
‧ Scalability
Scaling up a wireless experiment is difficult because larger
space is required to accommodate the testbed. More, a
tester should be able to deploy arbitrary numbers of
wireless devices in the same subnet, and emulate the
change of distances among the wireless devices. The scale
of a wireless network hence should not be restricted by the
hardware emulating the wireless environment.

II. THE EXISTING WIRELESS TESTBEDS
Various approaches have been proposed in previous
work to fulfill the above requirements when designing a
wireless testbed for security analysis. This section lists several
wireless testbeds presented in the past few years:
‧ Emulab [6] deploys wireless devices in a building to allow
a user to allocate them for experiments. These wireless
devices are immovable and could be interfered by the
public wireless network during an experiment.
‧ ORBIT [7] builds a grid of wireless devices and realizes
device roaming by transferring the state of a virtual device
from one physical device to another. However, no isolation
mechanism is adopted between wireless devices makes the
testbed hard to partition its resources for concurrent
experiments.
‧ MiNT-m [8] and Mobile Emulab [9] use robots to
provide mobility for wireless devices. However, the space
for roaming is restricted by the room size where the
testbeds are located.
‧ CMU testbed [10] and ASSERT [11] connect the antenna
of a wireless device to an FPGA board and leverage signal
attenuation to simulate the distance between wireless
devices. Although connecting antennas to an FPGA board
isolates the test environment from interference, the scale of
an experiment is still limited by the number of attenuators
that the FPGA board supports.
‧ SWOON [12] uses two wired machines to emulate a
wireless device. One machine runs an OS and applications
of the device and the other machine emulates a wireless
interface for the device. Such a design halves the
scalability of a testbed. Besides, some link-layer analysis,
such as analyzing wireless headers, cannot be performed
on SWOON because the two machines communicate with
Ethernet protocol.
Emulab and Orbit install real wireless devices for
conducting experiments, which implies the relative distance
between devices cannot be adjusted to fulfill the relocation
requirement. Emulab and Orbit satisfy the fidelity and
scalability requirements, but fail to fulfill isolation and
repeatability requirements because the experiment devices are
installed in public space without any protection. MiNT-m and
Mobile Emulab address the relocation requirement by
adopting robots to support mobility, but still suffer from
isolation and repeatability problems. CMU testbed and
ASSERT leverage FPGA boards to support isolation and
repeatability for wireless experiments, but sacrifice the
scalability of an experiment. SWOON addresses most of the
testbed requirements, but it still has room for improvements in
fidelity and scalability. Table I compares the above testbeds in
terms of the requirements mentioned in the previous section.

In the following sections, we introduce the existing
testbeds and compare them in terms of the above requirements.
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Because SWOON uses wired devices to emulate
wireless devices, SWOON can be used to conduct an
experiment adopting hybrid networking technologies. The next
section introduces a revision of SWOON (SWOONv2) that
supports link-layer emulation, reduces the cost in scaling up an
experiment, and emulates hybrid networks for more test
scenarios. (In the following sections, SWOONv1 is used to
represent the research in [12] and SWOONv2 is used to
indicate our new design. If only SWOON is presented, it
means the description is valid for both versions.)

which broadcasts the packet to all Virtual WINCs
connecting to the dedicated VLAN. In order to simulate
radio coverage, a Wireless Network Simulator (wnSim) is
installed inside each Virtual WINC to help determine the
reachability of wireless packets. The wnSim allows a user
to set up a location for each experiment machine in a
virtual space to simulate the distance between wireless
devices. When receiving a wireless packet from the
dedicated VLAN, the wnSim invoked and the signal
attenuation is calculated in terms of the distance between
the sender and the receiver. If the receiver is out of
sender’s transmission range, the wnSim will drop this
packet. Such a design helps a user to set up a wireless
experiment without any spatial constraint and relocate
experiment machines during an experiment.
SWOONv2 leverages the VLAN technology to emulate
different types of network and construct network topologies
required in an experiment. The VLAN technology creates a
Faraday cage-like environment, shields the emulated wireless
network from signal interference, and prevents wireless traffic
from being leaked to public networks. Emulating wireless
networks over VLANs also facilitates SWOONv2 to support
scalability. A user who wants to create a larger experiment can
simply connect more wireless devices to the dedicated VLAN
without considering hardware constraints. Additionally, the
emulated WNIC mentioned above acts as a real WNIC in
processing wireless packets, which can support the link-layer
emulation and improve the fidelity of SWOONv2. Only one
machine is required to emulate a wireless device also mitigates
the emulation cost presented in SWOONv1 and improves the
scalability.

III. SWOONV2
SWOON is a comprehensive and flexible testbed
designed for large-scale wired and wireless experiments. It
provides an isolated environment for security experiments and
guarantees no interference among the experiments. To support
performance measurement with physical hardware constraints,
SWOON uses real machines to emulate network devices
including wired and wireless devices. A tester can rent
machines from SWOON and construct arbitrary network
topologies for the machines to meet the test requirements.
Taking DETER [5] as basis, SWOON inherits DETER’s
infrastructure,
management
functions,
and
security
mechanisms to provide wired network emulation. In addition,
SWOON emulates a wireless network interface (WNIC) on an
experiment machine to support wireless network emulation.
As described in Section II, SWOONv1 can fulfill most
requirements listed in Section I, but it does not support the
link-layer emulation and needs double costs in constructing an
experiment, which hurts the scalability mentioned in Section I.
The following paragraphs explain how we revise SWOONv1
to better fulfill the fidelity and scalability requirements.

IV. APPLICATIONS
In the following paragraphs, two security analysis
conducted on SWOONv2 are presented. The first case
describes a performance measurement test, and we also depict
how an experiment is set up on SWOONv2 in this case study.
In the second case, a wardriving experiment is presented, and
we adopt a network sniffing tool to monitor wireless
transmission and analyze the received wireless packets.

‧ Wired Network Emulation
Similar to SWOONv1, SWOONv2 also emulates a wired
network by connecting devices of the same subnet to a
VLAN. Packets are generated and routed inside the VLAN
to allow a user to monitor real network traffic and conduct
performance measurement. The VLAN technology also
provides isolation for different experiments and for
different subnets in an experiment. This enables a tester to
conduct high-risk experiments in SWOONv2, such as
analyzing the behavior of malware.

A.

Case I: Performance Measurement
In the first case, an emulated network is created to measure the performance of an 802.1X authentication protocol,
One-time key Secure Network Protocol (OSNP) [13]. This
experiment demonstrates that SWOONv2 can fulfill the
fidelity requirement in measuring performance.

‧ Wireless Network Emulation
Wireless traffic is transmitted over radio waves, hence,
wireless packets can be picked up by any receiver within
the radio coverage. This makes a wireless experiment hard
to be isolated. To faithfully emulate the broadcast
characteristic while ensuring isolation, SWOONv2 installs
a Virtual WINC on the experiment machines for emulating
a wireless device. The Virtual WINC transmits and
receives wireless packets through a dedicated VLAN,
which emulates the transmission medium of a wireless
network. The dedicated VLAN can emulate different types
of network according to the testing requirements. When
forwarding a wireless packet to the dedicated VLAN, the
Virtual WINC encapsulates the packet with an Ethernet
header containing a broadcast IP address. The dedicated
VLAN is then treated as a wireless transmission medium,

‧

Setup
Creating an experiment on SWOONv2 involves three
steps: (1) design a network topology used in a real-world
experiment, (2) map the real-world topology to a SWOON
experiment topology, and then (3) describe the experiment
topology in a Tcl/Tk script. To create an experiment for testing
OSNP, we first design a real-world topology, which contains
the following network devices.
– KDC1 and KDC2 are key distribution centers (KDCs)
for authentication.
– SS1 and SS2 are service servers.
– Switch1 and Switch2 connect devices of LAN and
WAN respectively.
7
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Fig. 1. The topologies for conducting an OSNP experiment: (upper) in real world & (lower) on SWOONv2.
TABLE II
T HE N UMBER

OF EXCHANGED MESSAGES AND TIME COST OF AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS

Messages
∆t(ms)

Initial
4
10.37

OSNP
Subsequent
4
4.43

Handover
4
10.68

TLS

TTLS/
MD5

PEAPv0

14
69.47

12
59.32

18
66.24

[13]

language and the information is saved in a script file. After
submitting the file to SWOONv2, a server al-locates
experiment machine and configures VLANs on the
Experiment Switch. The required experiment network is hence
created.
‧ Results
To measure the time cost of the authentication process,
the wpa_supplicant [14] is installed on the wireless stations
and is patched to support OSNP. A daemon is also
implemented in the wireless router and the KDC servers to
provide OSNP authentication. During the experiment, the
wireless stations try to associate with the router and the time
cost of the authentication process is measured. Tables II lists
the number of exchanged messages and the time cost of OSNP.
We also compare the results with the performance of other
authentication protocols. (The complete results are described
in our previous publication [13].) The time cost of
authentication is determined by 1) the number of exchanged
messages, 2) the processing time on the servers and 3) the
transmission delay between experiment machines. Note that,
each network device in a SWOON experiment is running by a
real machine and real traffic is transmitted among the
experiment machines. This shows that the time cost measured
in a SWOON experiment is convincing and SWOONv2 is a

– WR is a wireless router having two extra NICs
connecting to LAN and WAN.
– STA1 and STA2 are wireless stations attempting to
associate with the wireless router.
The connections between these network devices are
shown in the “Real-World Topology” of Fig. 1 (the upper part).
Next, the real-world topology is mapped to a SWOON
experiment topology, as the “Experiment Topology” shown in
Fig. 1 (the lower part). Each network device in the “RealWorld Topology” (except for the switches) is emulated by one
experiment machine. Hence, seven experiment machines are
required to emulate a wireless router, two wireless stations,
two service servers, and two KDC servers. Two VLANs
(managed by Switch1 and Switch2) are used to emulate
switches and are connected to the wireless router and other
wired devices, as the connections shown in the “Real-World
Topology.” Finally, an additional VLAN (Wireless) is created
to serve as a dedicated VLAN and emulate a wireless network.
The wireless router and the wireless stations are connected to
the dedicated VLAN for communicating wirelessly.
Based on the “Experiment Topology,” the number of
required experiment machines and the connections between
VLANs and experiment machines can be determined. The
“Experiment Topology” is then described using the Tcl/Tk
8
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Fig. 2. Sniffing wireless traffic in a wardriving experiment.
favorable choice for measuring the performance of a wireless
protocol.

This causes Eve’s wnSim drops Wi-Fi packets when it roams
out of Alice’s and Bob’s transmission ranges. Such an
experiment shows that a user can leverage wnSim to deploy
devices in an emulated wireless network without any spatial
constraint and relocate wireless devices during an experiment.
The sniffing results of Wi-Fi and WiMAX networks are
presented in Fig. 2 (b) and (c) respectively. These figures
show that 802.11 and 80.216 MAC headers are attached when
packets are transmitted in the wVLANs. It also demonstrates
that Eve can use tcpdump to capture and parse these link-layer
frames adequately. This enables a user to run various wireless
attacks on SWOONv2, ranging from application layer (e.g.
man-in-the-middle attack) to link layer (e.g. de-authentication
attack), and use a sniffing tool to analyze the behavior of the
wireless attacks.

B.

Case II: Wardriving Experiment
In the second case, a wardriving experiment is
conducted in a wireless network supporting 802.11 and 802.16
protocols to demonstrate that SWOONv2 supports device
relocation and isolation.
‧ Setup
To create a wardriving experiment, we allocate seven
machines to emulate two access points (AP1 and AP2), three
wireless stations (Alice, Bob, and Eve), one WiMAX base
station (BS) and one WiMAX subscriber station (SS). The
steps of experiment creation are similar to those of the first
case study, except that two dedicated VLANs are allocated:
the first for Wi-Fi transmission and the second for WiMAX
transmission. Alice, Bob and Eve are equipped with one
Virtual WNIC for Wi-Fi communication, and Eve is installed
with an additional Virtual WNIC supporting 802.16 protocol.
Signal strength and device locations are configured in the
wnSim to simulate the signal attenuation during transmission.
‧ Results
We use the GUI provided by SWOONv2 to track the
wire-less stations and configure their locations during the
experiment. Fig. 2 shows the GUI and the screenshot captured
during the experiment. Eve, the eavesdropper, executes
tcpdump and roams in the virtual space along the dotted line
shown in Fig. 2 (a). When reaching point X, Eve can sniff the
Wi-Fi sessions sent among Alice, Bob, AP1 and AP2. No
WiMAX packet can be received because Eve is out of the
transmission range of WiMAX stations. When reaching point
Z, only the WiMAX traffic sent between the BS and the SS
can be received, and Eve cannot hear the communication
between Alice and Bob any more.
The effect of location change is simulated by wnSim.
When Eve roams in the virtual space, the wnSim recalculates
the virtual distances between Eve and other wireless devices.

C.

Analysis
We compare SWOONv2 with other wireless testbeds in
terms of supporting the two security experiments mentioned
above. The comparison results are listed in Table III. All
testbeds can support high-fidelity performance measurement
in the first case study because real network hardware is used to
emulate hardware constraint of a wireless device. However,
the results of Emulab, ORBIT, MiNT, and Mobile Emulab
may have little deviation because no isolation mechanisms are
adopted in these testbeds to prevent an experiment from
interference of other experiments. For the second case study,
Emulab cannot support the wardriving experiment because its
wireless devices are immovable. Though ORBIT can simulate
the distance between wireless devices, an eavesdropper can
scan wireless devices of other experiments due to the lack of
isolation mechanism. MiNT and Mobile Emulab can support
the wardriving experiment by deploying robots in an RF
shielded room. However, the space for roaming is restricted.
Only CMU testbed, ASSERT, and SWOONv2 can support
device relocation and guarantee isolation for a wardriving
experiment.
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Fig. 4. Emulating LTE EPC network using SWOONv2.

Fig. 3. LTE Architecture with eNB.

CMU testbed, ASSERT, and SWOONv2 fulfill the
isolation, fidelity and relocation requirements. But,
considering of scalability, CMU testbed and ASSERT have a
limitation on the scalability of an experiment, which depends
on the number of attenuators installed on the FPGA board.
Only SWOONv2 can support the creation of a larger
experiment because the wireless transmission medium is
emulated using VLAN technology, which can ideally support
hundreds of devices and connections. This makes SWOONv2
a better choice for conducting wireless security analysis.

Networks [22]), a tester can easily create test scenarios to
evaluate the correctness of the protocols running on an LTE
device. However, since no radio interface is provided, some
physical attacks cannot be performed to evaluate the
robustness of the device under test. For those emulation-based
testing instruments (like ERCOM MobiPass [23], etc.), radio
interfaces are provided and real life conditions can be
reproduced and tested. A tester can build test scenarios only
with the given functional modules. It is difficult for a tester to
customize test scenarios (such as security tests). Since
SWOONv2 can emulate a large network, SWOONv2 becomes
a good candidate for testing LTE devices when running with
the emulation-based LTE testing instruments. In the following
paragraphs, we discuss how a testbed can be designed with
SWOONv2 for LTE devices.
Similar to the way we used in Section IV, SWOONv2
can be used for testing LTE devices if an emulated radio
interface is implemented in the WNIC of each mobile device.
In case that no WNIC is implemented to emulate the Uu radio
interface, a tester can also replace the WNIC with an
emulation-based LTE testing instrument.
For example, to test the robustness of a LTE HeNB
device against a DoS attack, a tester can emulate the EPC
network using SWOONv2 and use an emulation-based testing
instrument to emulate the compromised UEs, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. In order to exhaust the network bandwidth for stopping
normal UEs from obtaining core services, the emulation-based
testing instrument (emulating the compromised UEs) can send
numerous data via Uu interfaces to HeNBs and then to
SWOONv2 (emulating EPC). With such a design, real life
conditions can be reproduced and tested via the physical radio
interfaces. Besides, by running a monitor in SWOONv2, the
tester can mitigate the response time and understand how
robust the HeNB device is when facing a DoS attack.

V. DISCUSSION: USING SWOONV2 IN MOBILE NETWORKS
LTE (Long Term Evolution) is a standard for high-speed
data communication for mobile phones and devices. An LTE
network can be divided to Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN) and Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
according to its transmission interfaces [15][16].
E-UTRAN, composed of several User Equipments (UEs)
and Evolved Node Base stations (eNB), provides a radio link
for a UE to connect to the EPC. A UE uses Uu interface (radio)
to communicate with an eNB to attach to the LTE network.
According to the radio coverage and transmission power, an
eNB can be further classified into Macro, Micro, Pico, and
Home eNB (HeNB) [17]. EPC is an all-IP network providing
core services to LTE devices. UEs can obtain core service
from EPC once they are authenticated via eNBs. If HeNBs are
adopted in a LTE network, the HeNB management systems
(HeMS) will also be included as part of the EPC network.
Fig. 3 [18] shows the LTE network running with HeNBs.
In the specifications of LTE networking technology,
many security mechanisms are designed for attack prevention
[15][19][20][18]. To ensure that an LTE device can survive
from common attacks, the device must be well tested before it
is deployed to the real world. For this purpose, two kinds of
testing instruments are offered in the existing market:
simulation-based and emulation-based. For those simulationbased testing instruments (such as EAST simulators by EXFO
[21], LTE NetEPC, LTE-HeNB-GW, LTE NetCell by Polaris
C OMPARISON

OF

TABLE III
SWOON V2 WITH OTHER

VI. CONCLUSION
SWOONv2 gives researchers a way to analyze the
security of new wireless protocols or products without
building a physical testing network by themselves. SWOONv2
adopts real machines to emulate network devices and allows a
user to create arbitrary wireless network topologies without
any hardware constraint. SWOONv2 provides strong isolation
to shield test networks from interference and prevent test
traffic from leaking to the public network, and such a
characteristic allows a user to conduct high-risk wireless
security experiments on SWOONv2. Although wireless
packets are not transmitted through radio waves, SWOONv2
leverages the Ethernet broadcast protocol to broadcast wireless
packets in an emulated network. SWOONv2 also simulates the
distance between emulated devices and simulates signal

WIRELESS TESTBEDS

Performance Measurement
Wardriving Experiment
(Case I)
(Case II)
EmuLab
∆
X
ORBIT
X
∆
MiNT-m
∆
∆
Mobile Emulab
∆
∆
CMU testbed
O
O
ASSERT
O
O
SWOONv2
O
O
O: Well supported. ∆: Partially supported. X: Not supported.
Testbed
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attenuation during transmission to support device relocation
and experiment reproduction. Benefiting from the support of
isolation, fidelity, relocation, repeatability and scalability, a
user can validate his/her development against security
requirements by conducting an experiment on SWOONv2.
The high fidelity that SWOONv2 brings and the controllable
testing environment supported by SWOONv2 can help reduce
the complexity of test procedures and shorten the time to
market for the new wireless protocols or products. SWOONv2
can also be applied to an LTE network for security tests. In the
future, we plan to support more communication protocols for
Virtual WNICs (such as RLC, PDCP, etc.) and adopt
virtualization technology to improve the scalability of
SWOONv2. Hopefully, SWOONv2 can become a new
impetus for developing wireless technology.
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